Multi-modality fusion technologies have greatly improved the performance of neural network-based Video Description/Caption, Visual Question Answering (VQA) and Audio Visual Scene-aware Dialog (AVSD) over the recent years. Most previous approaches only explore the last layers of multiple layer feature fusion while omitting the importance of intermediate layers. To solve the issue for the intermediate layers, we propose an efficient Quaternion Block Network (QBN) to learn interaction not only for the last layer but also for all intermediate layers simultaneously. In our proposed QBN, we use the holistic text features to guide the update of visual features. In the meantime, Hamilton quaternion products can efficiently perform information flow from higher layers to lower layers for both visual and text modalities. The evaluation results show our QBN improved the performance on VQA 2.0, furthermore surpassed the aproach using large scale BERT or visual BERT pre-trained models. Extensive ablation study has been carried out to examine the influence of each proposed module in this study.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-modality fusion technologies have been applied to neural network-based Video Description/Caption [1] , Visual Question Answering (VQA) [2] and Audio Visual Scene-aware Dialog (AVSD) [3] over the recent years. Especially, VQA connecting vision and language becomes a standard benchmark for testing fundamental multi-modality fusion algorithm. Multi-layer Intra-and Inter-layer network has been commonly applied for multi-modality feature fusion on VQA. However, most approaches including Dynamic Fusion with Intra and Inter Modality Attention Flow (DFAF) [4] and Modular Co-attention Network (MCAN) [5] only uses the last layer for down-stream tasks such as VQA classification. We argue that the interaction captured in the last layer is not enough to model multi-modality fusion. In fact, interaction in the intermediate layer can capture some important aspects of interplay between intra-and inter-modality as shown in the final visualization part.
To address the issue of missing interaction information in intermediate layers, we propose a novel Quaternion Block Networks (QBN) which can capture multi-layer interaction with a novel Hamiltion quaternion product. Our proposed QBN composes every intermediate four layers as a quaternion and performs a quaternion Hamilton product between two modalities visual and language quaternions (Visual and language). The complex interaction between all layers can be captured efficiently thorough our proposed approaches. . Three ways of multimodal information interaction. DFAF updates information between the same hierarchy of multimodal layers; MCAN only utilizes one high-level modality to update all layers in another modality; Our QBN enables updates among all layers both intra-and inter-two modalities, and builds better information flow for multiple layers.
The key contributions of the paper can be outlined as three-fold. (1) We propose Quaternion Block Networks(QBN) to explore the impact of multi-layer content and multi-layer relationship for visual question answering. (2) We carry out spatial scaling of visual features conditional on question feature in VQA, while the existing VQA model neglects discussion on this. (3) We execute extensive ablation studies for each component of QBN and achieve state-ofthe-art performance on VQA v2.0 [6] . Surprisingly, our proposed QBN can even surpass BERT retrained models like VilBERT.
RELATED WORK

Representation Learning
Representation learning has revolutionized both Computer Vision(CV) and Natural Language Processing(NLP). In CV, VG-GNet [7] , ResNet [8] , SENet [9] and DenseNet [10] raise up to be the fundamental building block for downstream tasks. While in NLP, word2vec [11] , GloVe [12] , Skipthough [13] , ELMo [14] , and BERT [15] play a fundamental role in pushing the research boundary. In Visual Question Answering, BERT and Faster RCNN has been treated as a fundamental feature extractor.
Self-attention & Co-attention
Attention mechanism imitates human vision by puting large weight on important regions. Neural Attention has been popularized by [16] . Subsequently, [17] used the attention mechanism to perform machine translation task. Motivated by attention model in machine translation, [18] proposed self-attention mechanism, which has been a fundamental backbone for many CV and NLP applications.
After its success on pure CV and NLP tasks, researchers start to apply self-attention and co-attention mechanism for solving multimodality fusion among which Visual Question Answering has been served as a standard benchmark. DFAF [4] firstly introduce a Fig. 2 . The overall framework of Quaternion Block Networks. We only show one Quaternion block here, the X in NQ − X is the number of blocks. Each block is composed of three parts: 1) Multi-layer Content Learning module, which learns the holistic text features to guide the update of visual features. 2) Multi-layer Relationship Learning module, which builds connections between multi-layers of the two modalities.
3) Feed Forward module, which integrates information of multiple layers and outputs the fused information to next Quaternion block.
intra-and inter-modality attention flow pipeline for approaching VQA. Separate intra-attention will be applied for message passing inside text and image, then inter-modality attention will enable cross-modality interaction. Concurrent work [5] propose s similar approach. MCAN perform intra modality attention several times followed by inter modality attention while DFAF interleave Intra and Inter modality attention. MCAN can achieve slightly better performance than DFAF. MLIN [19] propose a latent interaction mechanism which can reduce the quadratic computation of self attention into linear.
Quaternion Product
Quaternion connectionist architectures have been widely applied in various areas such as speech recognition [20] , computer vision [21] , and natural language processing [22] . Our proposed QBN will utilize Hamilton product to learn multi-layer interaction efficiently which result in improved robustness and better interpretability.
QUATERNION BLOCK NETWORKS
Overview
The proposed method includes a series of Quaternion Product Block. The whole pipeline is demonstrated in Fig.2 , where visual and language features from the two modalities are first pre-processed. In the second step, the two modalities consisting of the pre-processed visual and language features are serially encoded three times by the self-attention mechanism; In this way, we obtain four layers of content information in visual and text modalities respectively. In the third step, Multi-layer textual information will be better guide multi-modal information interaction at the appropriate level using our proposing multi-layer content operation as described in the Section 3.3 to learn the overall presentation of multiple layers of content in text modality. In the fourth step, we apply Quaternion Product mechanism in the Section 3.4 performing multi-layer relationship learning to better learn the relationship between text modality and visual modality in multiple layers of content.
Finally, we use the co-attention mechanism to implement multimodal information to achieve information updates in the corresponding layer, taking into account the overall content of the multi-layer and the overall relationship of the multi-layer. Such Quaternion Product Block can be stacked multiple times to pass information iteratively flows between multi-layer words and regions to model potential alignments for visual problem-solving. We first average the word features of each layer, then input the average sentence vector of each layer's word vectors into an RNN model, and take the output hidden vector as the holistic textual feature of the whole block. Finally, we use co-attention to update the visual information of each layer in the quaternion block based on the holistic textual feature.
Visual and language feature preprocess
To obtain basic language features, we first embed each word in question Q using pre-trained Glove [12] . We then use an LSTM, generating a sequence of the hidden state{w1, ...wt} . Note that we use the last hidden state of LSTM wt as a question feature, signified as qt ∈ R 512 and all questions are padded and truncated to the same length 14.
We extract image features, which are obtained from a Faster-RCNN [23] model pre-trained on Visual Genome [24] dataset. For each image I, we extract 100 region proposals and its associated region features. However, different from bottom-up & top-down attention [25] , We select the R ∈ R u×2×2×2048 image region feature as input. We map the dynamically changing question vector to the scaling factor and bias term of the channel feature through the fully connected layer fc and hc . The image region features are preprocessed by the sentence vector of Question to achieve effective scaling about image spatial-region features.
γi,c = fc(qt)
βi,c = hc(qt) Fig. 4 . Illustration of multi-layer relationship learning in a Quaternion block. In a Quaternion block, we regard the textual and visual information as different parts in two Quaternions. Then we utilize Quaternion Product to conduct relationship learning among different layers across the two modalities.
In the formula, γ and β represent the scaling factor and the bias term respectively; qt represents question feature. In Ri,c ∈ R 2×2×2048 , i represents the i-th region feature; c represents the c-th channel of the 2048 channel. In R = {R1, . . . , Rµ}, µ represents an image with a total of µ region features. Finally, we average pooling the scaled region features.
Multi-layer content learning for text information
In the previous use of the self-attention [26] [27] model to solve the VQA task, there are two common methods. One method is to use self-attention to encode each layer of text information and visual information, and then use the co-attention mechanism to realize information interaction between text modality and visual modality [26] . Another [5] method is to use self-attention mechanism to encode text information several times and learn high-level text information. Then high-level text information is used to interact with visual modality information by co-attention mechanism. These two methods are not considered enough because they do not reflect the impact of global text information formed by shallow and deep levels on multi-modal information interaction. So we use multi-layer global information of text to help multi-modal information interaction.
We first encode the text feature and the visual region feature three times using the self-attention mechanism. Considering the original text and visual information, so we have four layers of information in the text modality and the visual modality respectively. As shown in the following formula rv, iv, jv, kv and rw, iw, jw, kw represent the features of different layers; Sa stands for self-attention encoding. rv = v ; iv = Sa (rv) ; jv = Sa (iv) ; kv = Sa (jv) (6) rw = w ; iw = Sa(rw) ; jw = Sa(iw) ; kw = Sa(jw)
In order to reflect the overall information of each layer, we first average the text information of each layer. Mean represents the function of averaging.
xwmean = Mean(xw)
x ∈ {r, i, j, k} (8) rwmean,iwmean,jwmean,kwmean represents the overall information of each layer of text features, in order to reflect the correlation between the layers of information, we use RNN to process the mean information of each layer. Multiq n represents the overall information of the multi-layer text feature in a Quaternion Block.
Multicontext, Multiq n = RNN (rwmean, iwmean, jwmean, kwmean)
We use the co-attention mechanism to achieve the fusion of visual information and text information, but unlike the previous method, we first add a to the text features of each layer, so that the visual information of each layer is in the fusion of the text information of the corresponding layer considering the overall feature of multilayered text.
Multi attention (query, key, value) = Concat (head1, ..., headn) w (10) headi = Attention (Q, K, V )
xv update = Multi attention (xv, xw + Multiq n , xw + Multiq n ) (13)
x ∈ {r, i, j, k}
Multi-layer feature relationship learning
For self-attention or co attention, only the same level of attention map can be established. In order to establish the relationship between text modality and visual modal multi-layer features, we use the quaternion product method to learn this relationship and apply this relationship to Long interest in the attention.
W ⊗ V = (rv * rw−iv * iw−jv * jw − kv * kw)
We separate the real and imaginary parts of the Hamilton Product's results; the real layer is represented by r, i represents the first imaginary layer relationship, j represents the second imaginary layer relationship, and k represents the third imaginary layer relationship. We apply these relationships to information updates between image text modalities [28] . quaternion score r = rv * rw−iv * iw−jv * jw−kv * kw (17) quaternion score i = iv * rw + rv * iw−kv * jw + jv * kw (18) quaternion score j = jv * rw + kv * iw + rv * jw−iv * kw (19) quaternion score k = kv * rw−jv * iw + iv * jw + rv * kw (20) Quaternion softmax (r,i,j,k) = Softmax quaternion score (r,i,j,k) (21) Fig. 5 . Visualization of the updating process of attention weights learned by our Quaternion Block Networks. If the weight of an object is higher, the color of that bounding box will be more "gray". From the two examples, we can see that after three iterations, our model attends to the right objects and generate the right answers.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We tested our approaches using the VQA 2.0 data set. The evaluation results comparing with the conventional approaches are shown in Table 1 . Table 2 shows the ablation study on the VQA 2.0 validation dataset to examine the performance by combining each module. Finally, we tested our QBN on the test dataset by combining the VG dataset, the train and test dataset of VQA v2.0. All experiments use ADAM optimizer with 0.0001 learning rate for 13 epochs. Batch size is 64. All hidden unit has a dimension of 512. We mainly explored the effects of Multi-layer content learning, Multi-relationship content, dynamic sentence vector features effects on visual channel features, number of heads, number of stacks, and visual question-and-answer models in multi-layer content. Table 2 shows the performance is improved after stacking the models, such as model BAN, DFAF, MCAN. This is because multilevel features are used to match the attention mechanism, which is helpful for improving the power of the model. The DFAF is a representative model in which the alignment levels are updated with each other. As shown in Fig.1, MCAN is a representative model that uses high-level information to match; Shown in Figure 3 , our model first understands the multi-layer content of the text features in a quaternion-block, and obtains a representative multi-layer feature Multiqn, and then adds this feature, Multiqn, to the text information of each layer; When the image feature uses co-attention for information interaction, each layer feature of the text can be considered, and the corresponding layer feature is selected in the case of the character high-level feature. And in combination with the Quaternion-block gate, the model can achieve better results, because the quaternionscore in the quaternion-block gate can reflect the effective relationship between the features of other layers in the form of correlation coefficients, and the content of each layer. Importance, so that the image and the fine-grained head feature space in the text establish a more efficient relationship. The Scaled 2x2 region feature can bring richer visual information, which helps the performance.
CONCLUSION
Our proposed Multi-Layer Content Interaction can be a fundamental approach to capture high-level interaction between different modalities. In this paper, the performance on Visual Question Answering can even surpass models with BERT pre-training. In the future, we will test our model on more diverse applications like visual grounding and vision language pre-training. Table 2 . Ablation studies of Quaternion Block Networks on VQA v2.0 validation dataset. The N in QB-N represents the number of a Quaternion block.
